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Abstract

The power of drawing as an effective tool for communicating ideas and to represent reality is a 
well-known topic. However, drawing has shown a much greater potential for knowledge creation, as 
it can be purposefully used to link and connect ideas and aspects taken from reality, and according to 
some Scholars it is at the core of the scientific revolution itself. Recent advancements in digital tech-
nologies are further increasing the relevance of drawing as a means to create knowledge, especially as 
regards the purposeful interplay of humans and machines in devising hypotheses and in testing them 
across disciplines and data types. Are we at the surge of a new scientific paradigm?
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Even without referring to Chinese logograms and in general to pictograms along human 
history, nor to the pictorial origins of our European alphabets, it is everyday experience 
that drawings are globally used for expressing concepts when we want to reach quickly the 
widest possible audience beyond language barriers: road signs, instruction leaflets and alike 
are a clear example thereof.
If we go beyond such rather banal observation, we can widen the discourse about drawing 
as an overall universal language category. In fact, from the simplest mental maps to the most 
advanced forms of digital drawing techniques we will analyse hereinafter, drawing seems 
a necessary language to not only express, but also to structure thoughts in the first place. 
It has the power of cancelling distances, not only among people and places  –allowing for 
cross-cultural and global communication– but also among thoughts and knowledge do-
mains, allowing for knowledge contamination and accrual, which is in turn a powerful basis 
for creativity and new knowledge. 
In this paper we will analyse the power of drawing, especially as regards new digital tools, in 
three steps. First, as a way of structuring thoughts and knowledge. Then, as a way to create a 
two-way connection to reality. Finally, as a fundamental middle pivotal point linking thoughts 
and reality to better grasp its most relevant features and to effectively act on it.

Drawing/Thoughts 

It has been argued that “no scientific discipline exists without first inventing a visual and writ-
ten language” [Latour 1986, p. 13]. For instance, “Chemistry becomes powerful only when 
a visual vocabulary is invented that replaces the manipulations by calculation of formulas. 
Chemical structure can be drawn, composed, broken apart on paper, like music or arithme-
tic, all the way to Mendeleiev’s table” [Latour 1986, p. 14].
The importance of drawing as the backbone of structured thinking - both at the personal 
level of mental maps and as a way to effectively communicate those maps - has been gain-
ing momentum over the last years, also based on evidence showing that it corresponds to 
an enhanced cognitive performance. Indeed, comparing “instructional materials enhanced 
with textual metaphors versus graphical metaphors […] graphical metaphors improve par-
ticipants’ performance” [Mckay 1999, p. 471]. Another recent study [Barmpoutis 2019] has 
shown that an emoticon-like scripting language has significantly improved students’ perfor-
mance compared to a purely text-based scripting language.
Moreover, the parallel advancements in the fields of AI and psychology are generating 
cross-fertilization and spill-overs, whereby the visuo-spatial reasoning –hence the drawing 
substrate of thinking– lies at the core of such parallelism.  “One path for joining psychology 
and AI is to evaluate computational models in AI as helpful frameworks for constructing 
computational models in psychology. […] Building computational models of visuospatial 
reasoning should help computer scientists create effective AI programs, cognitive scientists 
understand human reasoning, and educators design effective instruction” [Reed 2020, p. 
820]. In fact, “At present, contemporary AI and the mind and brain sciences are converging 
in an increasing number of areas as machine learning techniques are encroaching into the 
modelling toolkits of researchers in the mind and brain sciences, and neuroscience is in-
creasingly being used to validate AI Results” [Chaudhary 2020, p. 367].

Fig. 1. Map of Königsberg 
in Euler’s time showing 
the actual layout of the 
seven bridges, highlighting 
the river Pregel and the 
bridges, reaching then 
the Euler’s graph.  [CC 
BY-SA 3.0].
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Fig. 2. Comparison of 
the graphs of the Seven 
bridges of Konigsberg 
(top) and Five room 
puzzle (bottom). The 
numbers denote the 
number of edges 
connected to each node. 
Nodes with an odd 
number of edges are 
shaded orange. [Cmglee 
personal work on Norris 
F. R. 1985, CC BY-SA 3.0].

While the use of a series of different kinds of drawing categories, ranging from the use of 
symbols to representation techniques such as perspective, can all help visualize and clarify 
thoughts, and even simulate imagined realities, a very interesting subset of drawing tech-
niques relating to thought structuring lies in graphs. The use of graphs has been fundamental 
in tackling a series of scientific topics, as in the famous Königsberg’s bridges problem, and 
newer techniques based thereupon including mind mapping tools and AI techniques have 
been adopted in many disciplines, such as business strategy, in order to (self-)brainstorm, 
analyse and communicate complex ideas about complex systems. 
In fact, what are the main aspects of drawing underlying such convergence of the human 
and the artificial mind? Some Scholars have put forward a “proposal of many hundreds of 
high-dimensional internal cognitive maps through which our perceptions unfold” [Church-
land 2012, p. 1]. “Hence, scientific research and theorizing are reconceived of as modify-
ing and amplifying conceptual maps in the neuronal activation space, which, it is believed, 
may be simulated in computer hardware without the constraints of human neurobiology” 
[Chaudhary 2020, p. 368]. In other words, drawing –and in particular the Knowledge Graphs 
underlying some cutting-edge AI systems– can be seen as the most effective way of map-
ping our own human internal cognitive maps and taking them to the next level.
AI based on Graph Neural Networks has been deployed to not only statically structure a 
system of pre-defined thoughts. On the contrary, it has been found effective in the creation 
of an iterative process “assisting in forming causal and conceptual models. In order to utilize 
the insights gained in this procedure, a crucial step is to formalize, develop & test techniques 
to channel human-originated feedback back into the automated decision-making process” 
[Holzinger 2021, p.34]. Indeed, “In many fields the aim is to build systems capable of explai-
ning themselves, engaging in interactive what-if questions. [...] Graph Neural Networks play 
a major role for multi-modal causability, since causal links between features can be defined 
directly using graph structures” [Holzinger 2021, p. 1]. The use of Knowledge Graphs is not 
only a very effective tool to ground AI and AI-assisted conceptual modelling; it is also a 
major step towards the interpretability of AI “thinking”, (partially) overcoming one of the 
main criticisms about AI, the black-box effect. “The intrinsic characteristics of graph models 
make them suitable for the analysis of complex systems, while still providing highly interpre-
table results” [Barbiero 2020, p. 2].
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Drawing/Reality

Drawing can be utilized to not only effectively represent thoughts and their connections 
among themselves, but also as a way to represent reality in a biunivocal relationship. “The 
rationalization that took place during the so-called “scientific revolution” is not of the mind, 
of the eye, of philosophy, but of the sight […] since the picture moves without distortion it 
is possible to establish, in the linear perspective framework, what he calls a ‘two way’ rela-
tionship between object and figure” [Latour 1986, p. 7].   
 A first important aspect of the two-way relationship between drawing and reality is the 
concept of “ontologies”, i.e. a categorization of (objects from) reality following a semantic 
logic. A categorization based on ontologies is at the core of Knowledge Graphs, which are 
hence a powerful tool not only to structure thoughts, but also to represent reality in a se-
mantically structured way. “The knowledge representation experts who specialize in seman-
tics-driven ontologies will make no bones about it: a knowledge graph is necessarily built 
on semantics. Semantics, they argue, is the basis for creating new inferences from the data 

Fig. 3. Graph fusion. 
Data from four different 
input modalities – 
time-series, images, 
knowledge databases 
and text– mapped 
into an interaction 
& correspondence 
graph (ICG) can 
generate positive/
negative samples akin 
to word-cooccurrences. 
[Holzinger 2021, p.30].

Fig. 4, 5. “Learning 
hierarchies & logical 
clusterings of nodes in a 
graph” [Holzinger 2021, 
p.32].
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Fig. 6. Virtual Model of 
the new Campus of 
Politecnico di Milano 
before construction in 
2018 [by the Author]. The 
model is now being used 
as a base for simulating 
spatial hypothesis as to 
the fruition by different 
users categories, and as 
a basis for an IoT driven 
Digital Twin.

which would otherwise go unseen. It’s the difference between something that generates 
new knowledge and a database laying dormant, waiting to be queried. Anything less is just a 
labelled graph” [Spencer 2018].
Another insightful link between drawing and reality which have emerged following the 
rise of digital technologies is constituted by Vir tual Reality and Digital Twin models. 
Vir tual Reality relies on drawing tools simulating reality based on physical and rende-
ring engines which respectively compute and apply the laws of physics and the laws of 
perspective, thus achieving a realistic simulation. Yet, another key step allowed by most 
recent converging technologies –such as IoT sensors combined with AI and with phy-
sical and rendering engines, among others– is the possibility to ‘close the simulation 
circle’ between reality and the model: similarly to the well-known scientific paradigm 
advocated by Karl Popper [Popper 1934], the model is not a one-shot hypothesis on 
how reality works, but it is an ongoing process wherein feedback from reality helps 
reshape and adjust it, so that it can run in parallel to reality. This is the so-called Digital 
Twin. It may refer not only to models simulating the physical-geometrical aspects of 
reality, but also to its more abstract structure, as for instance that contained in Know-
ledge Graphs extrapolated therefrom. In a recent piece of research about the use of 
graph models applied to healthcare, “the graph model represents a vir tual prototype 
of patients, a sor t of “digital twin” mirroring the actual multiscale biological system, 
thus providing a general and flexible framework to run probabilistic simulations” [Bar-
biero 2020, p. 2].

Thought/Drawing/Reality 

After analysing the relationship between drawing and thoughts, and between drawing and 
reality, we will now propose a combined, organic perspective on how drawing can consti-
tute the main medium bounding together thoughts and reality. The relevance of the link 
between tough and reality through drawing has been highlighted by Latour who noticed 
that “By working on papers alone, on fragile inscriptions which are immensely less than the 
things from which they are extracted, it is still possible to dominate all things, and all people” 
[Latour 1986, p. 30].
In particular, after establishing the close, two-way bonds drawing/thought and drawing/
reality, we can now consider their interplay. On the one hand, drawing can represent a 
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hypothetical reality, a pure projection of mental worlds. In fact, “Perspective is not intere-
sting because it provides realistic pictures; on the other hand, it is interesting because it 
creates complete hybrids” [Latour 1986, p. 8]. On the other hand, the availability of data 
from reality, which are embedded in reality simulations –such as a Digital Twin and Know-
ledge Graphs– can provide a sound knowledge base not only to mentally grasp reality, but 
also to test hypotheses about how reality is or might be transformed. Digital Twins can in 
fact be used as a sort of proxy of reality for testing the cognitive hypotheses formulated 
by humans, since they contain the explicit or implicit knowledge developed by maintaining 
them aligned to reality along time, and are supposed to have learned to evolve in line with 
how reality does or would.
Recently, AI techniques and ‘Knowledge Graphs’ have been used in connection to 
floor plan drawings to unveil hidden relationships among spaces and their configura-
tions. “The design of floorplans can leverage machine intuition to generate and qualify 
potential design options. […] we address a specific abstraction of space: adjacency. 
Any floorplan carries its own embedded logic, in clear, the relative placement of ro-
oms and their connections is driven by a cer tain logic of interdependence, and yields 
varying qualities across space. […] We later turn to Bayesian modelling to generate 
adjacency graphs, either freely or under set constraints. By qualifying and generating, 
our hope is to investigate both sides of the same problem: the understanding of re-
lationships among neighbouring spaces” [Chaillou 2020, p. 2]. In such cases, we see 
drawings (the graphs) used in connection to other drawings (floorplans), in order to 
create new floorplans –hence new drawings– which in turn are aimed at designing 
real world spaces.
The interplay between mind and simulated reality can also operate conversely: the 
usefulness of a ‘human-in-the-loop’ as regards Digital Twin models based on visual AI 
has been shown to increase the efficacy and the accuracy of the simulations, and of 
the decision making based thereupon. “Due to the fact that humans are unable to 
directly orient themselves in high dimensional data sets, we need to design, develop 
and evaluate subspace visualization methods [84,85] to let the human exper t inte-
ractively manipulate automatically generated samples, thereby iteratively assisting 
in forming causal and conceptual models. In order to utilize the insights gained in 
this procedure, a crucial step is to formalize, develop & test techniques to channel 
human-originated feedback back into the automated decision-making process” [Hol-
zinger 2021, p. 34].
As a result of the foregoing intertwining of thoughts, drawings and reality, “This new 
informational environment subsumes both cyber and physical space into a unified ar-
tificially constructed vir tual world, which is being transposed over the physical world. 
This superimposed simulated model of the world is where the activities of ar tificial 
agents in various embodiments occur. […] This leads us to the third reconfiguration, 
which is the elimination of the dualistic divide between humans and the physical world 
through the monism of an informational worldview, which entails ontological continuity 
between humans and artificial agents in a new informational environment” [Chaudhary 
2020, pp. 375, 376].

Fig. 7. “Generating a 
counterfactual graph 
(CG) by sampling from a 
trained model. A human-
in-the-loop interacts with 
and refines the CG which 
is subsequently reduced 
to an easily-interpretable 
decision tree translated 
back to the original multi-
modal fusion graph”. 
[Holzinger 2021, p. 34].
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Conclusion 

To sum up, drawing –in all its wide-ranging declinations– seems not a tool of the past but 
is actually gaining and even increased momentum in times of digital revolution. Drawing 
techniques are helpful to help support our own visual-spatial reasoning, as well as AI based 
algorithms, making them at the same time more interpretable and more controllable. At 
the same time, drawing seems now able to capture reality not only in its more traditional 
geometrical features, but to even incorporate semantic aspects thereof, as well as a series 
of explicit or implicit data and knowledge-bases stemming from cutting edge IT techno-
logies, leading to (drawn) models running parallel to reality. We then tried to highlight the 
potential lying in the interplay between such features as a means to increase knowledge 
about reality, both by testing hypotheses within simulated environments and by interacting 
with AI tools in the endeavour of making sense of a growing number of data and data ca-
tegories taken from reality. Hence, the potential impact on the very same epistemological 
paradigms of knowledge creation cannot be overestimated and will require careful scrutiny 
over the next years.
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